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KakÃ¡ may be the greatest soccer player in the world. His skills are unmatched on the field.

Fernando Torres can score goals almost at will. And players rarely get a ball past Gigi Buffon.

Whether you like offense, defense, or goal-tending, the gameâ€™s greatest stars can show you how

itâ€™s done.
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I couldn't tell from the website, but this book is very thin. I bought it for my ten year old and this is for

a younger age. I just bought the book "A beautiful game" author is Tom Watt I believe. about soccer

players around the world and how soccer changed their lives. And this is much more stimulating

My 9 year old boy loves this book! He sometimes reads the text page to page and other times just

flips though it to look at the pictures. Great book for a soccer lover!

Overall an ok gift I suppose, however customers considering buying this item should be aware that

it's really just a small and very slim leaflet for kids, 32 pages with mostly pictures. Hardly a "book"

and barely a magazine. Definitely overprized as it feels so disposable.



My son likes the book because he can read quickly the most important info about his favorite soccer

player and some more.

I am a dedicated  customer and am disappointed...I expected a 'book' that my 11 yr old passionate

soccer son would treasure as a keepsake and would cherish as his Christmas gift (which is why I

did not buy the cheaper Kindle edition), but instead was shocked to get a "booklet" with pages

stapled together ...well, I could have done that myself with all the information and pictures from the

internet and created it myself, instead of paying >$8.95 + shipping for the so called 'book'. I feel sad

that I had just glanced at the 5 star rating, but did not read through the lowest reviews...more so,

because this was the most special Christmas surprise that I planned for my son today and feel like a

complete "let down".

There was a lot of players that I know and like in this book and there was some players that I just

learned my favorite was Cristiano ronaldo I like how he plays with a lot of skill

Great for a soccer fan! This is like any trading card. If you are collecting them or your child is, then

this is a great gift.

Great book with good facts yet a little to short.Good read.A good four star book to read and

share.PAGES PEOPLE
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